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INTRODUCXON 
LET Pf --f A be the principal fibre map induced by a map f : A 3 B from the path space over 
B. An &,-space is a function space with a restricted H-structure (see g1.2). Given that A ’ 
and BX are Ho-spaces, we define, in $1.2, for each map u : X+ A, a composite homomor- 
phism 
‘* A($, u) : [X, CIA] cz $(A; u) ----mf(B;fu) z [X, QB]. 
THEOREM 1.3.1. IfAX and BX are HO-spaces, there is a (1, 1) correspondence between 
the set of homotopy classes [X, P,], and u coker Acf, u), where the (disjoint) union is taken over 
all homotopy classes (u> in the kernel off* : [X, A] + [X, B]. 
If B is a product of Eilenberg-MacLane spaces, the function A is calculated in terms of 
the algebroid structure of the cohomology of A in Theorem 2.4.1. If A also is a product of 
Eilenberg-MacLane spaces, explicit formulae for A are given in terms of cohomology 
operations in 52.5. 
Chapter 3 is devoted to the dual classification problem involving cofibre spaces. The 
dual of the homomorphism A is calculated in a general situation in Theorem 3.4.3, using 
general Whitehead products. As an application, we give, in Theorem 3.5.1, an expansion for 
the Whitehead product [q, /?I in terms of Whitehead products involving CI and /? only to- 
gether with Hopf-invariants of y. 
We include, at the end, a synopsis of notation and definitions. 
I understand that Dr. I. M. James and Dr. E. Thomas have independently succeeded in 
obtaining results similar to some of the ones in this paper using a different construction.$ 
I am deeply indebted to Professor M. G. Barratt and Dr. R. Brown for much advice and 
criticism. 
t This work was supported in part by the National Science Foundation grant GP-2510 at Stanford 
University. 
$ J. Math. Mech. 14 (1965), 485. 
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$1. THE CLASSIFICATION THEOREM 
1.1 Preliminaries 
We consider path connected Hausdorff spaces X with base point usually denoted 
by *. Given spaces X and Y, the space of base point preserving maps from X to Y, with the 
compact open topology is denoted by Yx or Map (X, Y). The unit interval with no base 
point is denoted by I, and the set of all maps from I to X with the compact open topology is 
denoted by X’. The preferred base points for Yx and XI are the trivial maps. The unit 
interval with base point (0) is denoted by II. The sphere S1 = (eznit : 0 ~2 t I 1} has base 
point given by t = 0, and So = (0, I) has 0 as base point. The path and loop spaces on X are 
PX = X”, SZX = Xs’ and Q(X, u) = {Z E X’ : Z(0) = Z(1) = u} for any u in X. 
The wedge X v Y, of spaces X and Y with base point is the subset X x * u * x Y of 
X x Y. The collapsed products X %$ Y and X $$ I are defined to be the identification spaces 
X% Y=Xx Y/Xv Yand X$$Z=XxZ/*xZ.ThereducedcylinderonXisX%I,and 
the (reduced) cone CX and (reduced) suspension SX of a space X are, respectively, CX = 
X % ZZ and SX = X % S’. We thus have a sequence of identification maps X x I + CX --f 
SX. The unreduced suspension of X is S,X obtained from X x I by identifying X x (0) 
and X x (1) to separate points. 
In general, we are only interested in the category $f of spaces having the (base point 
preserving) homotopy type of a CW complex. If X and Y belong to ?VJ’-, then so do 
X x Y, X % Y and RX (cf. Theorem 3 and Proposition 3 of [7]). Also in -Ilr the projection 
SoX -+ SX is a homotopy equivalence. 
The exponential map e : Yxar + (Y’)“, defined by e(f)(x)(t) =f(x, t) is a surjective 
homeomorphism for all spaces X and Y. 
Definition. The adjoint t of a map 5 : X x I-, X % Z + Y is the map c : X -+ Y’ 
determined by the exponential bijection. 
We may regard e as a homotopy between maps co, [i : X-, Y. 
The exponential map e : Yxar --r (Y’)’ is a surjective homeomorphism if X is a CW 
complex. 
Let u : X --+ Y, then the u based track group TC:( Y; u) is the set of homotopy classes in 
the space of functions 5 : X % I-+ Y, satisfying [(x, 0) = 5(x, 1) = u(x), with the obvious 
group structure (see [2]). Considered as a functor in two variables, this is isomorphic to the 
group of homotopy classes of functions [ : X + Y’ satisfying [(x)(O) = [(x)(l) = u(x)?. We 
use the same notation for these functors: in particular rcT( Y; *) x [X, s2 Y] w [SX, Y]. If F 
is a homotopy F : uw v, we define an isormorphism F, : n:( Y; U) + rc:( Y; v) by F, {5> = 
{ -F + [ + F} ; clearly (-F), is the inverse isomorphism. This isomorphism corresponds 
to the change of base point isomorphism in the fundamental group of a path component 
of the function space Yx. If Yx is a restricted H-space, we describe, in the next section 
t With certain restrictions on X, for example, if X is a CW complex, there is a further isomorphism 
?T?(Y; u) 63 rrl(YX, 24). 
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canonical isomorphisms corresponding to ones between the fundamental groups 
various path components. 
1.2 The homomorphism A(f, U) 
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of the 
Definition. A path continuous map of function spaces is a map f : Yx --) Z w such that 
F : yXlrI + Z ‘“‘I, defined by F(Z)(IY, t) =f(Z,)( IV ) , is a map. A path continuous homotopy is 
a homotopy CJ$ : Yx +Zw such that @‘r : Yxar +Z w”, defined as above, is a homotopy. 
Definition. An HO-space is a function space, Yx, which is an H-space? whose struc- 
ture maps and homotopies are path continuous. A homotopy abelian HO-space is one with a 
path continuous homotopy abelian structure. 
The only H,,-spaces which we consider in this and a subsequent paper are described in 
the following Proposition :
PROPOSITION 1.2.1. The H-space Yx is an HO-space tf either 
(i) the H-structure of Yx is induced by an H-structure on Y or an H’-structurez on X, or 
(ii) X is a CW complex. 
Suppose that Yx is an H,,-space, and u : X --) Y. Define u, : Yx + Yx by u,(u) = UU, 
then u, is a path continuous homotopy equivalence with inverse (u-‘)~. Now define ub to 
be the composite isomorphism 
(u-‘)r 
Ub : nT(Y; u)- nT(Y; U. u-r> x n:(Y; *) 
where the latter isomorphismis induced by a homotopy u. us1 N *; since Yx is an HO-space, 
r$( Y; *) is abelian, and ub is independent of the choice of homotopy. Thus ub and u;r may 
be defined by ub{l} = (K -t 5 . u-l - K} and u;r(C} = (L + 5 . u - L} where K and L are 
homotopies *N u . u-l and uw * . u respectively. 
A proof of the following Lemma is indicated in $1.5. 
LEMMA 1.2.2. 
(i) ub is well defined. 
(ii) VF : u N v is a homotopy, then ub = vbF#. 
(iii) (*)b is the identity. 
(iv) Let X’ : XL Y 1, Y’ be maps: tf Y is an H-space then (u&g* =g*ub; if Xisan 
H’-space then (hu)Jz, = h ub. 
(v) If X is an HI-space and Y is an H-space, then the isomorphisms ub and US’ are 
independent of the structure used to define them. 
COROLLARY 1.2.3. If Yx is an H,,-space, and u, v : X -+ Y are homotopies, then the set 
of homotopy classes of such homotopies, regarded as functions X % I -+ Y is bijective with 
[X, R Y]z [SX, Y]. 
7 A space G with a homotopy associative multiplication & 
homotopy inverse t& : G + G. 
: G X G + G, homotopy identity *, and 
$ A space M with a homotopy associative comultiplication $h : M+M v &f, homotopy identity *, 
and homotopy inverse I&, : M+ M. 
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Suppose that AX and BX are Ho-spaces, and let maps u : X+ A and f : A + B be given. 
Definition. The homomorphism Acf, u) : [X, RA] 4 [X, f2B ] is the composite function 
u-1 
[X, !2A] L nf(A: u) 
I* Vu) b 
- n:(B; fu) - tx, W. 
The function A(f, U) depends only on the homotopy classes off and U. In case fu 
is nullhomotopic, A(f, U) = F#f&‘, where F : fu- * is a homotopy. The homomorphism 
F#f$.u;l is defined without restricting BX to be an Ho-space, though it will in general de- 
pend on the choice of the homotopy F, 
If A and B are H-spaces and also X is an H’-space, then A(I; u) is independent of the 
structures used to define it by 1.2.2. 
1.3&The classification:theorem 
Let p : Pf -+ A be the principle fibre map induced from n : PB -+ B by a map 
f : A --+ B; thus Pf = {(a, Z) E A x PB :f(a) = l(1)). The fibre is RB. Let p : Pf + PB 
denote the projection. 
P 
zPr- PB 
/’ ’ 
1’ P I I II /’ 
X-A-B 
Y f 
The H-space fZB acts on the left of P, by m : RB x PI + PI, where m(;l, (n, Z)) = (a, A + I). 
A map u : X -+ A can be lifted to Pf if, and only if, f*(u> = 0. Let [X, P, : (a)] denote the 
set of homotopy classes, in [X, Pf], of iiftings of u; clearly it depends only on the homotopy 
class of u. The function m, : [X, QB] x [X, Pr : (u)] + IX, PI : (a)] determines a transitive 
abelian group action of [X, SrB] on the set [X, PI :(u)] (see [I31 for full details). The action 
is not generally effective although each element is either the identity or has no fixed points: 
the kernel of the action is F, f* nf (A; u) where F is a homotopy fk- x (the proof is similar? 
to that of Theorem 1 of 191). 
Using Lemma I .2.1, the following results are immediate. 
THEOREM 1.3.1. If AX and Bx are HO-spaces, there is a bijection 
u 
(~1 E kerf, 
coker A(f, u) +-+ [X, PI] 
Let U : X-+ P, be a lifting of U. Define m, : [X, QB] + IX, Pf ] by rnu{c} = m,.[, U]. 
COROLLARY 1.3.2. T’efoElowing sequence is exact: 
Nf 3~) 
LX, f--N - LX, -I- mu [X, PJ,: [X, A] fr .-LX, BJ.. 
Here, for example, [X, A], denotes [X, A] with the class of u distinguished. 
t Nomura’s tatement differs from ours by an exponential map and may not be valid for arbitrary X. 
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In case u = *, this is the sequence 2.8’ of [13]. 
1.4 Properties of A(f, u) 
In this section, the homomorphism A(ft U) : [X, QA] + [X, QB] is analysed. The 
results that follow will be applied in $2 to calculate A(f, u) in case A and B are products of 
Eilenberg-MacLane spaces. Proofs of the following properties are indicated in 0.1 S. 
TRIVIALITY THEOREM 1.4.1. A(f, *)= (Qj)* 
Given two Ho-spaces AX and Cx, we define an H,-structure on (A x C’)’ in the obvious 
way: the multiplication is the composite 
1x2x1 
(A x c)x x (A x c+----+ AX x AX x Cx x Cx -(A x C)X, 
where r is the twisting map z(c, a) = (a, c). 
CARTESIAN PRODUCT THEOREM 1.4.2. Let 
AX,BX,CXandDXbeHO-spaces,U~+~-+Band~+f~+D;then 
A(fi x fi 3 h ~,))KI, Ll = W-i, u,)Kd, Nfi 3 UL>>. 
Definition. A class CI = {f} E [A, B] is X-primitive iff* : [A’, A] -+ [X, B ] is a homomor- 
phism. Further 0: is primitive if it is X-primitive for all spaces X; equivalently A and B are 
H-spaces and 4,* a = p;ol + p& E [A x A, B]. 
PR~MITIVITY THEOREM 1.4.3. If f : A --, B is X-primitive, then 
A(f,u)=(flf)*firu :X-A. 
In particular this implies that A(1, U) = 1, A(*, U) = 0, A(pi, u) = pi and A((d, U) = d for 
projections pi and diagona1 d. 
COROLLARY 1.4.4. If X is an H’-space, then Acf; u) = (Qf)*. 
COMPOSITION THEOREM 1.45 Let g : A + B and f : B --) C be maps, then 
Us, u) = AU, gu) o A(g, u) : L-X, Q-4 --, IX, Qcl. 
We next wish to consider the possible linearity of A in its first variable. Given u : X + A, 
let ug be the endomorphism of [X, QA] defined by no({) = {F + (U .5) . u-l - F) where Fis 
a homotopy *N (U . *) . u-l. 
LEMMA L4.6. 
(i) ug depends only on the homofopy class of u. 
(ii) Let u, v :X+ A, then (u.v)~ = uDvD. 
(iii) un is an automorphism. 
(iv) (*)o = 1. 
(v) IfAX is homotopy abelian, then Us = 1. 
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h.U 
LEMMA 1.4.7. Let A be an H-space, X- A x A % A, and X5 A % A, then 
(9 44, (~1, OK’,, 121 = KJ + (Q,KJ 
(ii) A(+, u) = -(u-‘>a. 
ADDITIVITY THEOREM 1.4.8. Let B be an H-space. 
(i) AU-. g, 4 = W$(_f x g)d, 4 = AU 4 + V&G, 4. 
(ii) Acf-‘, U) = A(&& U) = -(cf~)-‘)&(f, u). 
(iii) A(4K x fi), ( ~1, W&, (~1 = AG QW + (fiQ,A(fi, G121. 
(iv) Iffu~ gq then Au. g-l, u) = A(f, u) - A(g, u). 
In the applications we are primarily interested in the case that B is homotopy abelian. 
In this case A is linear in its first variable. It is not generally linear in its second variable (see 
Theorem 2.4.1.). 
Let A, B and C be H-spaces. 
Dejnition. A bimuIt@lication is a map f : A x B -+ C for which the following dia- 
grams are homotopy commutative: 
(0 
(ii) 
1X&3 
AxBxB-AxB 
dxlxl I 
AxAxBxB 
1xrx1 
i 
f 
AxBxAxB 
/xs 
I oc 4. 
cxc ,C 
@AXI 
AxAxB-AxB 
lxlxd 
I 
AxAxBxB 
1xrx1 
I 
/ 
AxBxAxB 
cxc +C 
It is elementary that f is a bimultiplication if and only if the induced function 
f* : [X, A] x [X, B] + [X, c] is bilinear for every space X. Also iffsatisfies (i) and (ii), then 
f 
the composite A v B c A x B --, C is nullhomotopic. 
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Define FA : A x RB -+ C’ and FB : OA x B--t C’ by FA(a, l)(t) = f(a, I(t)) and 
FB(A, b)(t) =f(/z(t), 6). Let GA : A -+ C’ and GB : B + d correspond to nullhomotopies of 
f / 
the composites A c A x B ---f C and B c A x B --) C, respectively. Now define: 
fA=GA+FA-GA:,4xQB--tRC 
fB=GB+FB-G’:OAx B-+QC. 
The functions f” and J’B are continuous, and their homotopy classes depend only on the 
class off. 
If A and B are C W complexes, and C an Eilenberg-MacLane complex, then, by I .6 of 
[12], f may be chosen constant on A v B and consequently f” = FA andSB = FB; this is the 
situation we consider in the applications. 
BIMULTIPLICATION THEOREM 1.4.9. Let f : A x B --f C be a birnultiplication, and 
(ul x u,)d :X4 A x B, then 
In $2.3 this Theorem is applied to the case thatfis a cup product map (see $2.2); in this 
case f A and fB also correspond to cup product maps after making certain identifications. 
1.5 Proofs 
We now indicate the proofs of 1.2.2, and the results of $1.4. The proofs are all some- 
what similar, so the more elementary ones are omitted. 
Given an HO-space, Yx, and homotopic maps u, v : X+ Y, then there is a canonical 
isomorphism (see $1.1) J, : n:( Y; u) -+ $( Y; v), which is independent of the choice of 
homotopy J : u- v. 
Definition. A serf homotopy is a homotopy J, : X -+ Y with JO = J1. 
The following Lemma is used implicitly in the remainder of the section, its proof is 
straightforward : 
LEMMA 1.5.1. Let F : X % Z + Y’ be a homotopy between F, and Fl where, for each t, 
4 = F( > t) : X + Y’ is a self homotopy, then, up to the canonical isomorphism described 
above, F, and Fl represent the same element of the track group. 
Also we note that, up to the canonical isomorphism, A(J 
U-Q .a * VW> - I* 
Proof of 1.2.1. (i)-(iv) are straightforward, (v) follows on 
commutative diagrams 
4’ 
x-xvx YVYC-Y 
1 I I and i I 1 * d 
x-xxx YXYLY 
u){[} is represented by 
considering homotopy 
where d is the diagonal and c the collapsing map. 
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Proof of Primitivity theorem. By primitivity the standard representative may be 
deformed modulo the canonical isomorphism as follows: 
f% * u>> *Mu>>- 1 N u’c3 * S(u>) * (f(u>)- l N f’(5). 
Proof of Composition theorem. 
AUs, u) = (f&(fd*I$’ 
I -1 
= (fsu)~f*I(su)~‘(su)~s*~~ 
= Wi e) o Ng, u>. 
Proofof 1.4.7. (i) The standard representative for A(+,@,, u,)){il, cZ} is, modulo the 
canonical isomorphism, 
(51 * Uj). (12. UJ. (u;’ . u;l) - 51 . u1 .(2 . u;‘. 
The result follows on writing {cl, TZ} = {cl, *} + {*, TZ}. 
Proof of 1.4.8. (i)-(iii) follow from Lemma 1.4.7. by iterating the Composition 
theorem, and (iv) follows from (i) and (ii) and Lemma 1.4.6. 
Proof of Bimultiplication theorem. The standard representative for A(f, u)([,, *} is, 
modulo the canonical isomorphism, 
f’(& * Ul> * * 4 * wu,, a-’ Yml9 * * %I *f(u,, * * %I * (f(u1, lJxl 
-fL uz). 
$2. COHOMOLOGY 
2.1 
In case h : A -+ B where B is a product of Eilenberg-MacLane complexes, we give, in 
$2.5, a method of calculating Ah. 
The first problem encountered is to relate uK(G*m) and uKcn*“), defined as in $1.4 for the 
cup product map u :K(G, m) x K(IT, n) --, K(G @ x, m + n), to the obvious cup product 
maps. In $2.3 we show that, affer making certain identifications, these maps differ, up to 
homotopy, only in sign from cup product maps. Using this result and a decomposition of 
the cohomology of a Cartesian product we then show how Ah may be calculated in terms of 
q*(h) E [A x A, B]. In particular, if A also is a product of Eilenberg-MacLane spaces, we 
show how Ah may be calculated explicitly once the decomposition of h into elementary 
cohomology operations has been determined. We conclude with some special cases. 
2.2 Cohomology and the evaluation map 
We first recall some properties of cohomology groups and Eilenberg-MacLane com- 
plexes. Let rr be a finitely generated abelian group and K, = K(n, m) an Eilenberg-MacLane 
complex. 
By the universal coefficient heorem, and the Hurewicz theorem, we have 
H”(K(n, m); z) EZ Hom(r, n). 
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The fundamental class I, of K(z, m) is the inverse image of the identity function under the 
above isomorphism. 
Define y : [X, K(n, m)] --f H”‘(X; n) by y(f) =f*(z,,,), then y is a natural isomorphism in 
case X E W.7 
Let Op ( II Hmi( ; Gi), H”( ; z)) denote the set of cohomology operations between the 
functors fl HLi( ; Gi) and H”( ; n), the former being a finite product. Let Pj : II K,,,, --f 
Km, be th; projection. Define z : Op ( II Hmi( ; G,), H”( ; 7~)) +H”( II K,,,ij n) by 
S,(T) = T( . . . , pTzmi, . . . ), then s is an isombrphism. 
i 
Given a E H”(X; n) and b E H”(X; G), the cup product au b E H”‘+“(X; rc @ G) 
is well defined using the Eilenberg-Zilber Theorem. In particular let x E H”(X; n) and 
y E H”( Y; G); we denote by x G y the cup product pT x up; y E Hm+‘(X x Y; z @ G) where 
pl, pz are the projections onto the factors of X x Y. 
DeJnition. The cross product of x E H”(X, 7~) and y E H”( Y; G) is 
x ;, ~EH”‘+~ (X x Y; 7~ @ G). 
By Lemma 1.6 of [12], for X, YE W, the collapsing map k : (X x Y, X v Y) -+ 
(X s Y, *) induces isomorphisms in cohomology, and k* embeds H* (X% Y) in H*(X x Y) 
as a direct summand. Let 1, ?J I, E Hm+n(K,,, x K,; 7~ @ G) be the cross product of the 
fundamental classes and let v : K(n, m) % K(G, n) -+ K(7t 0 G, m + n) be any map in the 
homotopy class y-lk*-’ (I, c I~). Denote by u the composite K,,, x K,, + K,,, % K, 3 Km+,,. 
Definition. A cup product map is any map u : K,,, x K, -+ Km+,, defined as above. 
From the bilinear nature of the cohomology cup product, it follows easily that u is a 
bimultiplication. 
Let p : CX-+ X % S, be the identification map from the cone on a space X to the 
suspension. In case X E W, we define the suspension isomorphism S* to be the composite 
6 
s” : Iin-‘(X; n) - N”(CX, x ; n) - p*-’ H”(X $3 s’; 7c). 
The suspension may also be defined in terms of a cross product. An easy calculation 
yields the following Lemma. 
LEMMA 2.2.1. Let ICE H”-‘(X; 7r) and let l1 E H1(S1; 2) be the fundamental class. 
Then k*S*(tc) = (- l)“-‘(K c I~). 
The fundamental class I,, E H”(K(n, n); n) defined above depends on a choice of the 
isomorphism 7t,(K(z, n))r z. Thus y also depends on this choice. In order to proceed 
further, we need to choose an equivalence between !2K(q n) and K(rc, n - 1). The set 
of homotopy equivalences R : OK,, -+ K,_, fall into several homotopy classes, one for 
each automorphism of z Following Brown [4], we distinguish one of these by defining 
f W is the category of spaces having the (base point preserving) homotopy type of a CWcompIex. 
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I : RK, + K,_, to be a homotopy equivalence chosen 
of isomorphisms is commutative : 
such that the following diagram 
Diagram 2.2.2. 
[OK, % S1, K,] 2 H”(OK, % S’ ; n) 
P 
L I r*i,, K*_J~H”-‘(ix,; 7c) I 
Here ~c{f> = {g) where g(x)(t) =f(x, t). Clearly 1 is in the class y-lS*-ly~-l{xn} where 
1” : CK, -+ SZK, is the identity map. Define L-l to be an inverse equivalance to 1.. 
Recall that the suspension of a cohomology operation T is the cohomology operation 
“T which makes the following diagram commutative: 
T 
Suppose that r(t) = T( . . . ,p:lfni, . . . ) and r(“t> = “T( . . . ,py~,,,,_~, . . . ), where 
t E Map (l-U&, K,,) and “t E Map (I&,_,, K,,_,). 
LEMMA 2.2.3. {“tJ = {,l(Qt)A-l}. 
The proof is omitted (cf. Theorem 4 of [4]). 
Consider now the commutative diagram of isomorphisms: 
Diagram 2.2.4. 
* sl) 
K,- 11’ fP(RK,) I 
CK,_,, K,_,] y ,-%I”-‘(K,_,) 
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Let ; :K,_, $8 S’ --) K, be a cup product map; then y(G) = (- l>,-l S*(r,_,). Recall 
that the evaluation map E : IX, x S’ --f K,, is given by ~(1, t) = l(t). We denote by 8 the 
composite 
RK, x S’-+RK, xc S1+K,. 
Since 1 is a homotopy equivalence, 
2.3 
9 * - lA*p{&} = y;.* - 1 1*(l) = y(l) = I,-1 E H”-‘(K,_,). 
We have immediately the Lemma: 
LEMMA 2.2.5. (;i X I)*{ U} = (- l)“-‘(6). 
Properties of A involving cup products 
Given a cup product map u : K,,, x K,, + K,,,+,, we define u”” : K,,, x QK, -+ QK,,,,, by 
uK=(x, l)(t) = u (x, Z(t)) as in $1.4. The inner figures of the following diagram are com- 
mutative : 
By simple geometry 
u(u x l)(l x 1, x 1) N (- l)mu(n x l)(lJKm x l), 
which is equivalent to 
(1,; 2) ?-J 21 = (- l)“(y{kJKm}) I”J 11. 
Now by Lemma 2.2.1, q : H4-‘{X) + Hq(X% S’), given by &rc) = k*-l(x ?JEJ, is an 
isomorphism for q 2 2. From this we deduce that u(1 x 2)~ (- 1)” A uKm : K,,, x OK,, + 
K,,+,_ 1 for n 2 2. 
Assume now that (ul x u&l : X--f K,,, x K,,, and that X is path connected, then, by 
1.4.9 we have the Lemma: 
LEMMA 2.3.1. 
A(u, (~1 x u&W4 &I =(--l>"&+(~, x X,)4 n22 
= 0 n = 1. 
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In case n = 1 or m = 1, we now agree to identify respectively A;‘( u (ul x &‘,)d> or 
A;‘{ u (& x u,)d} with 0. 
Let t : Km x K, -+ K, x K, be the twisting map, t : G 0 TI -+ 71 Q G the twisting homo- 
morphism, and u’ : K(G, n) x K(x, m) + K(G 0 n, n + m) a cup product map. Then we 
have 
A(t#u’t + (-l)nm+‘u, (ul x uz)d) = 0. 
Expanding this by using the properties of A gives 
A(u, (~11 x u&){ii, *3 = &‘{u(X, x u,)d). 
Collecting the above results together, we have the Theorem: 
Cup PRODUCT THEOREM 2.3.2. Ifv : K, x K,-+ K,,,+,, then 
A(u, (~1 x ~z)d){il, &I = &‘{u(ni, x u,)d} + (- 1)” &‘(u(u, x &)n}. 
This result is now generalized to multiple cup products. Let up : K,,,, x . . . x KmP+, -+ 
K nr, + . . +,,,+ , be a map representing a multiple cup product. We assume in fact that up has 
been defined inductively by the formula up = u(1 x up-‘). 
COROLLARY 2.3.3. 
Acup, (~1 x . . . x u,+,)@)(~,, . . . , i',+d 
Pfl 
= ,~~(-l)m,+...+mr-‘A;l{uP(U1 x . . x (;c[,) x . . . x U,+r)dP}. 
The proof proceeds by induction on p, and is straightforward. 
As an easy consequence of this and the anticommutativity of the cup product, we have 
the Corollary : 
COROLLARY 2.3.4. Let u : K(G, n) x K(G, n) + K(G 0 G, 2n) be a cup product map, 
and u : X-+ K,,, then 
(p + l)n,‘{uP((n~) x U x . . x u)dP) for n even 
A(uPdP, u)(c) = J,l{uP((A[) x u x . . . x u)dP) for n odd p even 
0 for n odd p odd. 
2.4 The calculation of Ah 
We now obtain a method of calculating Ah in case h : A -+ B where B is a product of 
Eilenberg-MacLane spaces. The expansion for Ah is determined by the multiplication in the 
space A. We suppose that B = KS is an Eilenberg-MacLane space; the extension to the more 
general case is immediate. 
Let h:A+K, be a map and q:AxA --t A the H-space multiplication. Then 
‘p* : [A, KS] -+ [A x A, KS] and from the Appendix of [lo] we see that 
hS w hp, + hp, + Zf#u(a x b) + C 6#u(c x e), 
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where the f# are maps induced by homomorphisms of coefficient groups, the 6# are Bock- 
stein coboundary maps, and a, b, c and e are maps into Eilenberg-MacLane spaces, of 
positice dimension (see below). 
Dejkition. The dimension of a E Map (A, K,) is t. 
THEOREM 2.41. Let X be path connected, then 
A(h, u>(i) = (Qh>,(t’> +E (- 3)dim0A;If*(u(au x l(Qb)l)d} 
-tL(-1) 1+dimc~~16*{u(~~ x 1(Re)[)d}. 
Proof. Let (u x *)d : X-+ A x A and (* x i)d : X-P QA x !U, then we have 
A(hp, + hp, + E.f#u(a x b) + C 6#u(c x e), (u x *)d){*, 4’) 
= Nhk (u x *)d){*> 0 
= A(h, 4(u x *)d) o A(@, (u x *)d)l*, 0 
= A(h, u)K>. 
On the other hand, since “(a*) = -S* and “f* = f*, we have, on using 2.2.3, 
Wp,, (u x *)d)(*, 5) = A@, UN*> = 0, 
A(hp,, (u x *)d){*, i) = A@, *NO = W),KI, 
AU, u(a x b), (u x *)d){*, il = (- l)“‘““(Rf~)&‘{u(au x Il&b, *)(<))d), 
and 
A(d#u(c x e),(u x *)d){*,C} = (-l)dimc(Q~#),~~'(u(cu x n&e, *)(c))d}, 
where for example a(b, *)([) is a representative for A(b, *){C). The Theorem now follows 
easily. 
2.5 The cohomology interpretation 
Consider now the case that X E W and A is a finite product of Eilenberg-MacLane 
spaces; we replace A(h, u) : IJ, [X, QKJ -+ [X, QK,] by a function involving cohomology 
groups. Let T be the cohomo;ogy operation satisfying y-‘S(T) = {h} E [II Kri, KS]. Given 
s 2 2, define 
V(T, y(u)) : II H““(X; A,)-#-‘(X; n) 
so as to make the following diagram commutative: 
Nh,u) 
lJ 1x9 W,I - 1x3 Q&I 
1, 
i 
51 
IJ LX, K,-II 
I 
CX, h-11 
Y I IY 
4 
fl If--‘(X; Ai) 
1 
-w-‘(X; 7c) 
I v(T,Ytuf) 
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Then if T is a k-variable cohomology operation, 
VT:vH’i( ; Ai) X n H”-I( ; Ai),HS-l( ; ?T), 
I 
defined by VT@, v) =V(T, p)(v), is a 2k-variable operation. 
The properties of V can easily be translated from those of A by using the correspon- 
dences y and B. 
The cohomology operation T satisfies the identity 
T(p: + p:) - TP; - Tp; = xf,(A u B) f C 6*(C u E), 
where A, 3, C, and E are the operations corresponding to a, b, c, and e. The right-hand side 
of this identity is the deviation from additivity of T. Let dim A denote the dimension of the 
image cohomology functor of A. Corresponding to Theorem 2.41 we have the following 
Theorem :
THEOREM 2.5.1. Let T be a k-variable cohomology operation, and X a path connected 
C W complex, then? 
VU, P)(V) = “T(v) + C( - l)dim “f*(&) u “B(v)) 
+ q-1) l +dimCS*(C(g) u “E(v)). 
We now single out a class of operations which is to provide the basis for the calculation 
of VT in the general case. These are the elementary operations; they are of three types. 
(a) Group manipulations. Let 0 and 0 be two functors on the category of spaces with 
base point, each determining a product of cohomology groups. The operations we require 
are diagonal and addition 
d:Q-+O x 0, a:Ox@-+@ 
and the identity and zero 
1: o-+0, 0: @-+a. 
(b) Steenrod one-variable operations. These are: 
(i) the coefficient homomorphism 
f*: H*( ; G)-+H*( ; G’) 
associated with any homomorphismS : G --f G’ of coefficient groups; 
(ii) the Bockstein-Whitney coboundary 
6* : H’( ; G”)-+ H’+l( ; G) (r 2 0) 
associated with any exact sequence 0 --) G -+ G’ + G” -+ 0 of coefficient groups; 
(iii) the cyclic reduced powers [15] 
8’ : IP( ; Zp)-+H~+2i(p--)( ; Z,) 
and the Pontrjagin powers (1161 and 1171) 
‘p, : Hzq( ; Z,,)-+ Hzpq( ; Zpcx+‘) 
for each prime number p. 
--- - 
t In case the final dimension of a cohomology operation is 1, we identify its suspension with the trivial 
operation. 
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(c) Cup products. These are of the form 
v : HP( ; A) x H”( ; x)-t Hp+“( ; A On). 
Using results of Dold (5.5 of [5]), Steenrod (5.1 of [14]) and Steenrod and Thomas 
([ 15]), it follows (c.f. 96 of [lo]) that any many variable cohomology operation is generated, 
using composition and product, by the above elementary operations. 
This result provides us with two slightly different methods of calculating VT : the first 
is to exhibit T in terms of elementary operations and to use the known deviations from 
additivity of these (see below) to calculate the deviation of T, then to apply Theorem 2.5.1; 
the second is to calculate V of each elementary operation, and then to write VT in terms of 
these known results using the decomposition of T into elementary operations, and the 
properties of V. We now calculate V for the elementary operations. 
LEMMA 2.5.2. The operations ?f group manipulations, coeficient homomorphism, 
Bockstein coboundary, and Steenrod squares and cyclic pth powers are primitive operations and 
hence satisfy) 
T(p:: + p:> = 7-p: + TpZ. 
COROLLARY 2.5.3. The above operations satisfy VT = “T. 
LEMMA 2.5.4 (2.7 of [3] and 4.6 of [17]). The Pontrjagin krh powers satisfy 
wp: + p:> = ‘p,p: + ‘&p; +f*O ~<nu((Ui-‘d’-‘p:) x (vP-l-idp-L-ip:))d, 
c 
where vi and d’ are the cup product and diagonal map iterated i times, and f : 0 Z,, --) 
ZP’-, z,r+ 1 is the coefficient homomorphism. 
Noting that u’@k = 0 in case k is an odd prime (2.7 of [16]) and that “(vy) = 0 for 
q 2 1 (9.2 of [IO]), we have the Corollary: 
COROLLARY 2.5.5. For k an oddprime, 
VNL p)(v) = f*(pk- 1 ” VI- 
Since “p2 = Cp the Postnikov square (5.5 of [18]), we have the Corollary: 
COROLLARY 2.5.6. V(!&, p)(v) = ‘$(v) + f*(p v v). 
2.6 Some examples 
(a) Letf : K(rc, 171) x K(G, n) -t K(rc @ G, In + n) be a cup product map. We determine 
[Sp x Sq, Pr] for several values of p, q, nz and II. 
spv SQ Pf 
I 
sp : sq 
u i f 
-K, x Kn-K,.. 
(i) Letp=m,q=n- 1. FirstsupposemZ l,n,n-l;wemaytakeu=u, x *. Then 
ker f* z x, and 
[Y x s-1, P, : (u)]++ Hm+n-l(Sm x S-‘; z @ G)/y{u,} \cI H”-‘(S”-‘; G) 
c-) n @ G/J@,) @ G. 
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Here J(q) denotes the image of y(q) under the isomorphism H”(S”; 7~) E z For m = I, 
m # n, n - 1, the only difference is kerf, = n x G. 
Now let m = n 2 2, then we may take u = (u’, u”) : S” x S”-l4 K,’ x K,‘. Here 
ker f* = n x G and 
[Sfi x Y-1, Pf: (u)] 
H MZ”_ ‘(S” x S”- 
t*(ylU2} N”-‘(Y-l; TI)) + (-l)“y{u’) 6 H”-‘(S”_‘; G) 
+-+X@G 
/ 
J(u’) 0 G + z 0 J(u2). 
Here t, is the coefficient homomorphism induced by the twisting homomorphism t : G 0 rt -+ 
7c @ G. 
Fjnally for m=n-122, we may take u=(u,+u~,*):S~XS~-+K,,,XK,,,+~. 
Then kerf, = n x 7~ and 
[$ x S;, P, : (u)] .++ H2’n(S;I x S;“; ~0 G) 
6) + (- I)m!,(H”*(Sm; G) 6 y{uz)) 
HAOG 
/ J(u,) 0 G + J(u,) 0 G. 
Collecting these results together, we have 
Example 2.6.1. 
[S” x s-l, P/It, xvn” 0 G/x 0 G in # 1, n, n - 1 
++GX U~COG/XOG m = 1, m # n, II - 1 
XEI 
*( o,i)nx~7W~OG+ n@g m=n22 
-,:, AL... 
n 0 G/x, 0 G + x2 0 G m=n-122. 
(ii’ Let p = m, q = 11. ’ First suppose that m # n; we may take u = ul x u2 where 
u1 : S”+ K,,, and u2 : S” -+ K,,. Then 
kerf, g r = ker (projection : 71 x G-+n 0 G). 
Iffu - *, then 
[S” x S”, pf : (u)] c) [S m x S”, nK,+,]/A(f, u)[Sm x S”, RK, x QK,]. 
In case nz, n 2 2 this set is trivial; in case m = 1, n 2 2 it is (using 2.3.2 in case n = 2) in cor- 
respondence with [S”, K(z 0 G, n)]. 
Suppose now that m = n, then u : 5’; x S”, 4 K,! x K$ and we may take u to be 
addition 
<u: + u:, 24: + us>. Then ker f,z@=ker(7rxxxGxG---+ xx G+n@G). If 
fu - *, then 
[S; x S;, P, : (u)] t, [S; x S;, RK,,]/A(f, u)[S; x S;, QK,1 x QK:]. 
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Again this set is trivial if n 2 2, and if n = 1 it is in correspondence with 
[S’ x S’, K(n 0 G, l)]. Collecting the results together, we have 
Example 2.6.2. 
[S” x S”, P,] +-+ l- m # n; m, n 2 2 
++I- x (nO G) 172 = l,n22orm22,n=l 
c-*0 m=n22 
++O x (n@G) x (n@G) in = n = 1. 
(b) Letf= up dp : K(G, n) -+ K(G P+l, (p + 1)n) be given by a multiple cup product. 
Here G, + i denotes the tensor product G @ . . . @ G having (p + 1) factors. Let 0 = ker f,, : 
LX &I-, [X, &+I:, 1. Using 2.3.4, we have 
Example 2.6.3. If n is even and (p + 1) G = 0, or if n andp are both odd, then 
[X, P,] = 0 x HP”+“-‘(X; G,,+J. 
If n is odd and p is even, then 
[X, P/-j = ~$Pn+n-l(X; G,+ J/x” u H”-‘(X; G). 
$3. DUALITY 
3.1 Introduction 
Let A uJ. CB be the principal cofibre space induced by mapf : B + A from the cofibration 
B c CB. The dual problem to that considered in $9 1 and 2 is to determine [A uf CB, X]. 
We present here the dual classification theorem and the properties of the dual of the 
function A. The proofs are generally omitted. As an application, we obtain, in 3.5.1, an 
expansion for a Whitehead product [ory, BJ in terms of Whitehead products involving M and 
p only, together with certain Hilton-Hopf invariants of y. 
3.2 The dual classification theorem 
Let i : A c C, be the principal cofibre map induced from z : B c CB by a map f : B --+ A; 
thus C, is the space obtained from the topological sum A + CB by identifying (b, 1) with 
f(b) for each b in B. The cofibre is SB. Let i : CB -+ C, denote the projection 
I 
/Cf -CB 
/ 
J/: ’ f T I ’ 
X-A -B 
The HI-space SB coacts on the left *of C, by p : C, + SBV C,, where p(a) = a, p(b, 1) = 
@,2t)ESBforO<tI$andp(b,2)=(b,2t- l)oC/for+jt< 1. Amapu:A+Xcanbe 
extended to C, if, and only if, f*{u} = 0. Let [C,, X:(u)] denote the set of homotopy 
classes, in [C,, X], of the extensions of u; clearly it depends only on the homotopy class 
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of U. The group action of [SB, X] on [C,, X : (u)] induced by ,u* : [SB, X] x [C,, X: (u)] 
-P [C,, X :(r~)] determines a bijectiont 
CSB, Xl 
/ 
c-) cc,, x : (u)l 
/ hf*&n4 
where F : uf - * is a homotopy. 
Suppose that XA and XB are HO-spaces, recall that this is true in particular if A and B 
are H’-spaces, and let maps f : B + A and u : A -+ X be given. 
Dejinition. The homomorphism r(u,f) : [SA, X] --t [SB, X] is the composite function: 
[SA, X] “;I - &X9 u) FI. + 7$(X; uf) 
(Uf)b 
- [SB, X]. 
In case ufis nullhomotopic, T(u,f) = F#f*u5-l where F :fu N * is a homotopy. 
THEOREM 3.2.1. If XA and X* are HO-spaces, then there is a biiection 
IJ coker T(u, f)- [C,, X]. 
fu) E ker f’ 
Let U : C, -+ X be an extension of u. Define pLv : W, Xl --* [C,, Xl by ~dC1 = 
Pc*K, w. 
COROLLARY 3.2.2. The following sequence is exact: 
l-(4/) 
CSA, Xl - [SB, X] -2 cc,, Xl,i’i [A, X-J, -2 [B, Xl*. 
Here, for example, [A, X], denotes [A, X] with the class of u distinguished. 
In case u = *, this is the exact sequence 2.8 of [13]. 
3.3 Properties of T(u,f) 
We now list the properties of T(u,f) . [SA, X] + [SB, X]. 
TRIVIALITY THEOREM 3.3. I. r(*,S) = (S’)* 
WEDGE PRODUCT THEOREM 3.3.2. Let XA, XB, Xc, and XD be H,-spaces, 
fl 111 J-2 u2 
B+A-+XandD-+C-+X,then 
I‘(c(u, ” %)J-I “fJKl7 521 = (r(u,,fi)Kl~, u~,,f&i*~)~ 
Dejinition. A class CI = {f } E [B, A] is X-coprimitive if f * : [A, X] + [B, X] is a homo- 
morphism. Further 51 is coprimitive if it is X-coprimitive for all spaces X; equivalently A and 
B are Z-spaces and (4’J4)* t( = i,,a + i,,cr E [B, A v A]. 
COPRIMITIVITY THEOREM 3.3.3. If {f) is X-coprimitive, then T(u, f) = (Sf)* for 
B:A:X. 
t Theorems 3.3 and 3.4 of [l] are, essentially, special cases of this bijection. 
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In particular T(u, 1) = 1, T(u, *) = 0, 
ij into one of the factors of a wedge. 
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T(u, C) = d and T(u, ii) =pj for the inclusion 
COROLLARY 3.3.4. If X is an H-space, then T(u, f) = (Sf)*. 
COMPOSITION THEOREM 3.3.5. Let A, B, and C be H’-spacesg :B + A andf : C -+ B. 
Then r(a, gf) = r(ag,f )w, 9). 
ADDITIVITY THEOREMS 3.3.6. Let B be an H’-space. 
(i) w4 f . d = m f> + (uf )&4 g). 
(ii) r(u,f-1) = -((uf)-l)or(24f). 
(iii> wh v 4, (fi v fJ4)& k: = w,,f,) KJ + (~,f,)ou~,,fi) &I. 
(iv) Zfuf N ug, then T(u, f. 9-l) = T(u, f) - T(u, g). 
De$nition. Let A, B, and D be HI-spaces. A cobimultiplication is a mapf : D + A v B 
for which the following diagrams are homotopy commutative: 
4D 
(i) D *Dv D 
I 
I”S 
AvBvAvB 
f 
I 
1VC’Vl 
AvAvBvB 
AvB-AvBvB 
lV$‘B 
(ii) 
4’D 
D ,DvD 
I f”f 
AvBvAvB 
f 
I 
IVT’Vl 
AvAvBvB 
I I 1VlVC G 
AvB-AvAvB 
4’AVl 
It is elementary thatfis a co-bimultiplication, if, and only if, the induced function 
f * : [A, Xl x CB, Xl ---, CR xl 
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is bilinear for every space X. Also iffsatisfies (i) and (ii), then the composite D 6 A v B 
+ A x B is nullhomotopic. 
Define FA : D x I+ A v SB by F,(d, t) = vi(d), (f,(d), t)) where fi and fi are the 
COIlapSe 
components off. Let G, : CD + A be determined by a nullhomotopy of D L A v B-4 A. 
Now define 
_fA = G, + F, - GA : SD-+A v SB 
fs = G, + F, - G,:SD -+SA v B. 
CO-BIMULTIPLICATION THEOREM 3.3.1. Let f : D --f A v B be a co-bimultiplication and 
c(ul v u2) : A v B + X, then 
3.4 Whitehead products 
Let A and B be C W complexes. Then for any space X, the following sequence is exact :
O-+ [S(A 8 B), X] 2 [S(A x B), X]: [SA v SB, X] -+O. 
Letp, :S(AxB)+SAcSAvSBandp,. - S(A x B) -+ SB c SA v SB be the projec- 
tions and X = SA v SB. Choose W : S(A $$ B) --, SA v SB such that 
n*{W = (PI + P2 - Pl - P21. 
Definition. A Whitehead product map is a map W defined as above. The Whitehead 
product of tl : SA + X and /? : SB -, X is [a, PI = W*(b>, {PI) E NA % B), Xl. 
Let or : S(A x B) + A % SB and o2 : S(A % B) -+ SA % B, be the continuous bijec- 
tions; and let p1 : SS(A x B) -+ SSA c SSA v SB, p2 : SS(A x B) + SSB c SA v SSB, 
q1 : S(A x B) + SA c SA v SSB and q2 : S(A x B) -+ SB c SSA v SB be the projections. 
Consider the diagrams : 
[S(SA % B), SSA v SB] 2 [S(SA x B), SSA v SB] 
(SW,)’ - 
I 
[SS(A % B), SSA v SB, 2 [SS(A x B), SSA v SB] 
[S(A % SB), SA v SSB, 5 [S(A x SB), SA v SSB] 
(SO*)* = 
I 
[SS(A % B), SA v SSB] 2 [SS(A x B), SA v SSB]. 
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The vertical maps are isomorphismst and, by Theorem 2 of [l 11, 
(S~J*-‘~*%Q] - q2&J) = 0V and 
(Sc02)*-17c*-1 (q1&2) - &I) = {WI. 
WHITEHEAD PRODUCT THEOREM 3.4.1. LetA,BbeCWcompIexes, 
W : S(A 8 B) -+ SA v SB a Whiteheadproduct, u1: SA --f X, u2 : SB -+ X, cl : SSA --f X and 
iz : SSB --f X; then in [SS(A $3 B), X] M’e have 
l-xc(u, v u2), W)G, 521 = (S%)* Iii, 4 . % * Ql - &%~*%[~2 * Ul .4-l, 521. 
Prooj On iterating the Additivity theorem, we have 
J+, Pl * Pt * P;’ * l-G’)Kl, 121 
= (5,) - (u1 * 112 *G’>oKd + t11dK23 -(h * Ul . G%K2~). 
The Theorem now follows on using Theorem 2 of [ 1 l] (quoted above) as a universal example. 
We note that uID = 1 if S(A % B) is homotopy abelian. 
Taking SA = S” and SB = S”, we have the Corollary (c.f. Theorem 4.2 of [I]). 
COROLLARY 3.4.2. 
I-(W WKJ = (- lY’{iI, %I - (u,, 121 r?7, 11 > 1 
= + KI, 41 - C% . ui * ldT1, 121 7?1 > 1, n = 1. 
= (-l)“-‘cc,, Ul * u2 * UT’1 - cu,, 121 m = 1, n > 1. 
= + [<I, Lfl . u2 . u;‘] - u&uz . u1 . u;l, (21 m=n=l. 
To each basic symbolic pair, p, on the symbols 1 and 2 and each CW complex A, 
Milnor [8] associates a collapsed product A,,. Let W,, : SA, -+ SA, v SA, be the composite 
Whitehead product map. Given u : SA, -+ X and p : SA, -+ X, then [r, /?I,, will denote 
W,*(cc, /3} in ISA,, X]. It follows from Theorem 4 of [8] that 
[SB, SA, v SA,] = c W,,[SB, SA,]. 
P 
Given h : SB + SA, then (4’h) = TE W,,H,(h). The functions H, are the Hilton-Hopf 
invariants (see[6]). 
Let x1, x2, . . . be those non-trivial basic pairs involving the symbol 2 only once, thus 
x1 = (1,2), and generally x,+~ = (I, x,); and let w:(A%(A~(A...(A%SA)...)))-+ 
S( A % (A % (A . . . (A Z+ A) . . . ))) be the canonical homotopy equivalence. 
THEOREMS 3.4.3. If SA and SB are homotopy abelian and h : SB + SA, then 
Ua, h)G3 = (Sh)*K) + c (- I)“*-‘Cu, IIx,&Hx~(h). 
n 
t The collapsed product is ‘homotopy associative’ for CWcomplexes in that there is a canonical natural 
homotopy equivalence class (A s B) s c +A * (B gr C) (see Lemma 1 of [ll]). 
$ If SA and SB are not restricted to be homotopy abelian, a more complicated version of this theorem is 
valid. The proof is similar. 
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Proof. Let c(* v u) : SA v SA + X and c(c v *) : SSA v SSA --t X then we have 
T(c(* v u), i,h + i,lt + E’W,H,(h)){*, c) = T(c(* v u), #A){*, [} 
= I-(c(* v u)#, 11) o T(c(* v Ll), @)(*, 5) 
= I(& h)(C). 
On the other hand 
and 
r(c(* v u), i,h)k 0 = (SQ*K} 
r(c(* v u), iJr){*, 5) = 0 
I-(+ v u), ~~~,(h))k 51 = I(+ v n)w,, I,) 0 I-(+ v a), ~,){a, 0. 
Now each product W,, is a composite 
W W’VW’ 
S((%4 $3 (%4>----+ S(%A) vS(%A)- (vSA) v(vSA)+SA, v SA, 
and 
r(c(ttv *), CV~){*,~] = -(s0,)*-'[c(u v *)wl, r(+ v q, w~){*,~)-J. 
It follows by induction that this is zero if fl contains the symbol 2 more than once. The proof 
is now straightforward. 
In case A and B are spheres, Theorem 3.4.3. is equivalent to Theorem 7.1 of [l]. 
3.5 An application 
We now use the results of the previous paragraph to generalize a theorem of Barcus 
and Barratt (7.4 of [I]). 
Given y:SSC+SSA, sl:SSA+X and p:SSB-+X, define y,:S(SC%D)-+ 
S(SA% D) to correspond to y X 1: SSC% D-+SSA% D. 
THEOREM 3.5.1. 
r_Q, PI = r&l C6 Bl + c CG PI,,,, o &HX,hJ. n 
Proof. For complexes Y and Z we have the commutative diagram: 
[S(SY % 2) 
(SW)’ 
PWY % z>, 
n* 
SSY v SZ] +[S(SY x Z), SSYV SZ] 
% x (Sv,)’ I 
[S(S,Y x zj* x I x *), SSYV SZ] 
(SPl)’ 
77% I 
SSY v SZ] .[SS(Y x Z), SSY v SZ] 
where the vertical homomorphisms are induced by the projectionst (see 43 of [l 11) and S, 
t In this proof, products of CW complexes are given the weak topology in order that the maps involved 
are continuous: this does not change homotopy type. 
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is the unreduced suspension functor. Let W : S(S,C x 3) + SSC v S3 and 
W :S(S,A x B)-+SSA v S3 
be maps determined by the Whitehead products and consider the (non commutative) 
diagram : 
W 
Now 
S(&C x B)- sscv SB 
I 
Pl-qzbal 
Y 
I 
YVl 
W C(U” ‘) 
S&4 x I+----+ SSA v SB-X 
PI -42np1 
(Y v l)(W - a N -(v v ~&L&1) 
Also 
N - (q2 q (PJ>(P> 
N (W - P&. 
r(c(a v *), (Y v I)( w - F0{*, PI = UC(V v *), W>{*, P) - UC(V v *), PI>{*, B> 
= - cw*L-% Bl. 
On the other hand 
r(c(a v 9 (w - ~8)->(*, B> = r(c(a v *)(w - IQ), 7) 0 r(+ v 9, w - PI)+, 81 
= r(c( - a v *)~r, 7)( - %)*[a, PI 
= (Sv2)*{-(S$*lIa, PI + x(-l)“(-l)“+‘[a, Pl,,+,S~,,(~)‘>>~ 
The theorem now follows. 
SYNOPSIS OF NOTATIONS AND DEFINITIONS 
1.1 Z unit interval with no base point. 
ZZ unit interval with base point. 
“w; category of spaces having homotopy type of a CW complex. 
[adjoint map.] 
u-based track group rc’f( Y; u). 
F : u N u induces F# : TC:( Y; u) -+ nnf( Y; Y). 
1.2 $G : G x G + G, tjG : G + G, structure maps for H-space G. 
path continuous maps and homotopies. 
Ho-space : Yx H-space with structure maps and homotopies path continuous, homo- 
topy abelian if homotopy path continuous. 
u, : Yx + Yx, right multiplication given by U,(V) = V.U. 
(u-‘)r 
Ub : $( Y; U)---+ 7$( F; uu-‘) + rcf( Y, *). 
A(f U) : [ X, RA] ub- 7&4 ; u) 2 7$(3; fU)Z [X, ns]. 
1.3 P, is principal fibre space induced by f : A -+B from x : P3 +3. 
projections p: Pf + A, ji : Pf + P3, multiplication m : C2B x PI + Pf. 
[X, PI : (u)] c [X, P,], set of homotopy classes of liftings of U. 
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1.4 
1.5 
2.2 
2.3 
2.4 
2.5 
3.2 
3.3 
3.4 
X-primitive, c( = (f) E [A, B] such that f, : [X, A] -+ [X, B] is homomorphism. 
ug automorphism of [X, QA] induced by inner automorphism {[} -+ {u . ( . u-l}. 
bimultiplicationf : A x B --* C such that f* : [X, A] x [X, B] -+ [X, C] bilinear for all 
X. 
fA:AxQB-+QX,f”:QAxB-,RCinducedbyf:AxB+C. 
self homotopy, 14 - u determines element of n:( Y; u). 
K,, or K(z, t), an Eilenberg-MacLane space. 
fundamental class, 1, E H”(K(TT, m); TC) 
y : [X, K(Tc, m)] + H”(X; I-C) by y(f) =f*r,,,. 
Op (II Hmi( ; GJ, H”( ; rr)), set of cohomology operations. 
z : o;( l-I H”i( ; Gi), ff”( ; n)) + N”( II K,,,i; 7~). 
L I 
u, \LI: cup product and cross product. 
k*: H*(X % Y) + H*(X x Y) monomorphism onto direct summand. 
u, U cup product maps. 
S” : II”-‘(X; 7~) -+ H”(X $$ S’ ; TT) suspension isomorphism. 
,I : QK(n, n) --+ K(n, n - 1) canonical equivalence class. 
“T, Ot suspension of cohomology operation and of map. 
B : QK, x S’ -+ K,, the evaluation map. 
UP multiple cup product map. 
f#, coefficient homomorphism map. 
6#, Bockstein-Whitney coboundary map. 
dim a, a : A + K( TC, t), 1s t. 
V(T, p), function of cohomology corresponding to A@, u). 
VT, cohomology operation it determines. 
C, = A u&B, principal cofibre space induced by f : B --) A from B c CB. 
i : A c C,,i : CB -+ C,, p : C, -+ SB v C, coaction. 
[C,, X; (u)] c [C,, X], homotopy classes of extensions of u :A --t X. 
l&f) : [SA, Xl”%’ n;(X; u)ff x:(X; uf> (U?b [SB, X]. 
X-coprimitive, CI = (f} E [B, A] such that f * : [A, X] --f [B, X] is a homomorphism. 
cobimultiplication, f : D + A v B such that f * : [A, X] x [B, X] + [D, X] is bilinear 
for all X. 
fA :SD-+A v SB,fs :SD+SA v Binducedbyf :D+A v B. 
W : S(A $4 B) -+ SA v SB, a Whitehead product map. 
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